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4 RELEASES IN 1 WEEK - EDM to Jazz
Alexandr Kislitsyn

When music has no boundaries.

Alexander Kislitsyn is a formally trained violinist and music producer based in Philadelphia, PA. With
over 16 sold-out performances this April, which included The Candlelight Concerts series, he
continues to reach milestones in his music career. Most notably, Alex has recently produced and
promoted four well-received tracks in one week. Currently, Alex is pursuing his doctorate at Temple
University.

Alexandr made his debut as a concert violinist with the symphony orchestra at the age of 6 and has
since performed at the most notable venues throughout Russia, Europe, Asia, and North and South
America. Now Alex has pushed boundaries through genres of music and has grown to be an
inspiration for artists everywhere.

The release of his newest single, The Story Of, is a unique blend of electronic dance music and
acoustic string sound. Imagine urban science with a spacious cosmic breakdown where two worlds of
electronic and acoustic collide, creating a unique sound. When he was writing it, he was thinking
about people and their stories, how everything is interconnected, how lives impact each other, how
small decisions make significant changes. It's like a journey through many peoples' lives all at once.

"Music is all about giving, giving to an audience. That's what music is all about. There is nothing that
makes me happier than playing live for people, releasing new music, and sharing it with people,
making them feel...every time I write or play, I'm telling a story," says Alexandr.

The importance of family continues to be a powerful relevation for Alex. His sister, Anna Kislitsyna
has always been an inspiration in his creative endeavors. A sibling duo of magnificent talent united to
create multiple projects that demonstrate their passion for music, releasing three other singles, For
Heaven’s Sake by Don Meyer, Ave Maria by Astor Piazzolla, and Libertango by Astor Piazzolla.

Alex continues to challenge himself to push boundaries that are capturing the attention of leading
artist management agencies. He has proven it through mastering new genres, teaching himself music
production, winning music awards, and becoming a skilled painter to design his album covers. In the
next few months, Alexandr will be recording the third album with the Trio Casals with Parma
Recordings and Navona Records, preparing the release of another EDM single, and shooting a music
video.

All four tracks are now available through all digital retailers and streaming services. Listen to his
music at https://alexandrkislitsyn.campsite.bio.
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